**MSc Urban Climate and Sustainability**
The MSc Urban Climate and Sustainability will produce high calibre graduates equipped with skills and knowledge to assess and manage climate change in the urban environment in a sustainable manner.

**Coordinator:**
- Glasgow Caledonian University (UK)

**Partners:**
- Lahti University of Applied Sciences (FI)
- University of Huelva (ES)

Erasmus Mundus Joint Master Degrees (EMJMDs)
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**Latest news from MUrCS**

MUrCS students Marina Khan and Carlos Soto from the 2018 cohort received an award from Ramboll Ltd for their excellent work during their summer internships. They supported the following projects:

- **Marina**: Expansion of the scope of variables towards a tool to measure livability in cities.
- **Carlos**: Benchmarking of Green Bonds Systems as an instrument to finance green projects such as biodiversity monitoring and rehabilitation of quarries.

*Marina Khan with Niina Ahlfors and Eveliina Könttä from Ramboll. Carlos Soto, Kaisa Mustajärvi from Ramboll and prof Rohinton Emmanuel from GCU joined by Skype.*

*Photo: Prof Eeva Aarrevaara, LAMK*
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**Final countdown to LAB University of Applied Sciences**

Lahti University of Applied Sciences Saimaa University of Applied Sciences will merge, establishing a completely new institution: the **LAB University of Applied Sciences**. LAB will start its operation on 1 January, 2020.

>>> Learn more: [lab.fi](http://lab.fi)
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**MUrCS team wishes you**

Merry Christmas and Happy New Year 2020! Let this coming new year make all your wishes come true!
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More about MUrCS: [www.murcs.eu](http://www.murcs.eu)